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Batman Dark Knight Iii The Master Race
La suite du légendaire Batman The Dark Knight Returns sera scénarisée par Frank MILLER et dessinée par Andy KUBERT (encrage de Klaus JANSON). Le récit principal sera complété par
plusieurs histoires courtes, réalisées par une prestigieuse sélection d'auteurs invités et développant l'univers du « Dark Knight ».
A cataclysmic event has struck Earth and no one is left unaffected--not even Superman! But how could millions of people vanish without a trace? And how far is Superman willing to go to find
the answers? The complete 12-part saga written by Brian Azzarello (100 Bullets, Batman- Damned), with sensational art by Jim Lee (Batman- Hush, Justice League), collected together in one
deluxe volume.
The epic story continues in a way you never saw coming, and now it's back in a new Director's Cut edition because you demanded it! The Dark Knight rises again to face the dawn of the
master race in these stories from issue #1 of the 8-issue miniseries, which includes the minicomic.
The Bat. The Caped Crusader. The Dark Knight. The World's Greatest Detective. Whatever you call him, Bruce "The Batman" Wayne remains one of the most iconic comic book characters of
all time. And to mark Batman's 80th anniversary, this volume encapsulates the most memorable moments that have left fans stunned, in awe, or heartbroken since his inception. While
Gotham is perpetually in peril, the world in general is better with the Bat in it. Whether it's his sharp wit, his extravagant mansion, or extensive back catalog of vehicles and gadgets. From
creator Bob Kane to Tom King's 100-issue run that started in 2018, Batman has morphed with the times. There's so much to love about Batman and the characters that surrounds them. His
villains, his Robins, his love interests…they all find him as irresistible as the general public. The moral ambiguity that makes him one of the most relatable characters in DC's extended universe.
Part of "The Big Three" and host to a slew of orphaned Robins, Batman is a pivotal part to many characters in the extended DCU. Batman has had many writers, his cowl has been worn by a
plethora of different actors, and while many people have a favorite Batman, there's no doubt that he's the fan favorite. No comic book nerd's collection is complete without Batman: 100
Greatest Moments.
Whatever happened to Batman's greatest ally and his most dangerous foe? Find out here as The Man of Steel and the Joker both make explosive returns to the life of The Dark Knight. And
you won't believe the vicious final confrontation between the Clown Prince of Crime and the Caped Crusader!
Everything hangs in the balance in the Dark Knight's life as Bruce Wayne grapples with revealing Batman to the woman of his dreams. But just as he's ready to give her his all, the Mad Hatter
joins the ranks of one of the greatest threats Gotham has ever known. By poisoning and kidnapping its citizens, he terrorizes Gotham in an attempt to rebuild his lost hopes into a wonderland.
Can the Caped Crusader save the city-and his new love-before the Hatter shatters their world forever? Acclaimed writer Gregg Hurwitz (Survivor) teams up with superstar artist Ethan Van
Sciver (GREEN LANTERN: REBIRTH) and breakout talent Szymon Kudranski (Spawn) for BATMAN - THE DARK KNIGHT: MAD (collects issues #16-21 and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT
ANNUAL #1). From the Hardcover edition.
RONIN is the acclaimed epic by Frank Miller, the visionary writer/artist of THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, 300 and Sin City. In this tale of a legendary warrior, the Ronin, a dishonored,
masterless 13th Century samurai, is mystically given a second chance to avenge his master's death. Suddenly finding himself reborn in a futuristic and corrupt 21st Century New York City, the
samurai discovers he has one last chance to regain his honor: he must defeat the reincarnation of his master's killer, the ancient demon Agat. In a time and place foreign and unfathomable to
him, the Ronin stands against his greatest enemy with his life and, more importantly, his soul at stake. This breathtaking Deluxe Edition includes rarely seen promotional art, fold-out pages
and more special features. Collects RONIN #1-6.
The epic finale of Frank Miller's follow-up to THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS! Prepare for the final showdown between Lex Luthor's dictatorship and Batman's army! Plus, Batman confronts
the man who has been dressed as the Joker„and his identity will put the Dark Knight in a fight for his life! NOTE: This series contains material suggested for mature readers.
Batman and Robin prepare for war with the Master Race, and an ally returns from an unlikely placeÉ
In 1986, Frank Miller introduced his iconic take on Batman and changed the face of comics forever. Now, three decades after BATMAN- THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, Miller himself has
returned with a third chapter to his groundbreaking saga. It's been three years since the Batman defeated Lex Luthor and saved the world from tyranny. Three years since anyone has seen
Gotham City's guardian alive. Wonder Woman, Queen of the Amazons...Hal Jordan, the Green Lantern...Superman, the Man of Steel...all of the Dark Knight's allies have retreated from the
front lines of the war against injustice. But now a new war is beginning. An army of unimaginable power led by Superman's own daughter is preparing to claim Earth as their new world. The
only force that can stop this master race--Batman--is dead. Long live the new Batman... Collecting the full nine-issue miniseries and its mini-comic tie-in issues, this gorgous book is packed
with extra materials never before published all together in an oversized Absolute format!
After ten years away from the public eye, a wave of violence in Gotham City brings Batman back as a vigilante.
Batman must confront the evil that he is responsible for creating and personal demons that have haunted him since that fateful night in Crime Alley. Plus, the Dark Knight Detective usually
works alone, but the threat of mass murder in the financial district forces him to team up with a bizarre private eye. Then, movies of death are being filmed in Gotham-and Batman may be the
next star. This and more iconic stories from the late 1980s! Collecting Detective Comics #592-600.
Retrouvez l'univers du DARK KNIGHT RETURNS de Frank MILLER recréé par les plus grands artistes de l'industrie du comic book ! 30 ans après la publication de ce monument de la bande
dessinée américaine, et pour célébrer la sortie de sa suite tant attendue, BATMAN -DARK KNIGHT III, les dessinateurs les plus en vue de la profession rendent hommage à la série qui a
modifié jamais l'histoire de la pop culture. Ces 150 couvertures sont compilées pour la première fois en un unique ouvrage, et sont agrémentées de recherches et croquis inédits ainsi que
d'une introduction de Klaus JANSON, encreur de DARK KNIGHT RETURNS. Edition limitée à 2 000 exemplaires.
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"It is ten years after an aging Batman has retired and Gotham City has sunk into decadence and lawlessness. Now as his city needs him most, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of glory.
Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenage female Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have overrun the city. And after facing off against his two greatest
enemies, the Joker and Two-Face for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his former ally, Superman, in a battle that only one of them will survive. This collection is hailed
as a comics masterpiece and was responsible for the launch of the Batman movies. Collects THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS in black and white for the first time"--

Batman's detective skills are put to the test as the Mad Hatter begins kidnapping Gotham citizens for an unknown purpose, but as the Dark Knight delves deeper into this
mystery, he soon realizes that this is unlike any Mad Hatter case before. Original.
The epic conclusion to DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE is here from the all-star creative team of Frank Miller, Brian Azzarello, Andy Kubert and Klaus Janson! This is
EarthÕs last stand. QuarÕs Kryptonian Army has conquered the planet, but Batman and his allies donÕt believe the world is beyond saving. TheyÕll rally once more against
Quar and save the world or die trying.
DIE AUFERSTEHUNG DES DUNKLEN RITTERS Die Fortsetzung der Comic-Meilensteine BATMAN: DIE RÜCKKEHR DES DUNKLEN RITTERS und BATMAN: DER DUNKLE
RITTER SCHLÄGT ZURÜCK Batman wurde seit Jahren nicht mehr gesehen und hat sich wie Superman und Wonder Woman aus dem Kampf gegen das Böse zurückgezogen.
Gotham City und die Welt von Morgen brauchen ihren grimmigen Beschützer und seine alten Verbündeten jedoch dringender denn je im Angesicht von Polizeigewalt, Chaos und
einer Invasion unaufhaltsamer Übermenschen, die die Menschheit bedrohen... Der dritte Teil der bahnbrechenden Dark Knight-Saga von Comic-Legende Frank Miller (BATMAN:
DAS ERSTE JAHR), Brian Azzarello (BATMAN: KAPUTTE STADT), Andy Kubert (BATMAN: WAS WURDE AUS DEM DUNKLEN RITTER?) und Klaus Janson (BATMAN:
NIEMANDSLAND).
With John Constantine's "help," Batman will delve into the sordid underbelly of Gotham, racing toward the mind-blowing truth of who murdered The Joker. From two of comics'
greatest modern creators, Brian Azzarello and Lee Bermejo.
The greatest talents of American and European comics unite for a Batman story like none other! Written by Matteo Casali (CATWOMAN) and Brian Azzarello (DARK KNIGHT III:
THE MASTER RACE), BATMAN: EUROPA features art by superstar Jim Lee (JUSTICE LEAGUE) as well as European comics artist superstars Giuseppe Camuncoli (SPIDERMAN), Diego Latorre and Gerard Parel. The Dark Knight is finally facing an enemy that even he canÕt defeatÑa deadly, custom-engineered virus that will drive him mad and then
kill him within a week. But Batman isnÕt the only one infectedÉthe homicidal madman known as the Joker is also stricken. Now, the two mortal enemies must rely on each other
if either one is to survive. As they follow the clues, their search fo8r the man who targeted them has them crisscrossing EuropeÑfollowing clues in Berlin, fighting automatons in
Prague, haunting the Paris catacombs and more. Can Batman and Joker survive working together? Or will the Dark Knight and his deadliest enemy die together, far from
Gotham City? Collects BATMAN: EUROPA #1-4 of the 4-issue miniseries.
The anniversary celebration of Frank Miller's epic interpretation of the Dark Knight's future continues with this new slipcase edition that reprints each issue of the original DARK
KNIGHT RETURNS miniseries in its own hardcover volume, all in a beautifully designed slipcase. It is ten years after an aging Batman has retired, and Gotham City has sunk
into decadence and lawlessness. Now, as his city needs him most, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenaged Robin, Batman takes to the
streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have overrun the city. And after facing off against The Joker and Two-Face for the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal
combat with his former ally, Superman, in a battle that only one will survive. Collects BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS #1-4."
Les Kryptoniens de Kandor sont relâchés à travers le monde, bien décidés à prendre le contrôle de la Terre. Batman et Carrie Kelley partent à la recherche de Superman pour
les aider à défendre leur planète. Mais ce dernier parviendra-t-il à mettre de côté ses différends avec le Chevalier Noir ? Batman - Dark Knight III est la suite tant attendue de
Dark Knight Returns et de Dark Knight Strikes Again, conçue par Frank Miller (Batman Année Un), assisté au scénario par Brian Azzarello (100 Bullets), et dessinée par Andy
Kubert (Flashpoint) ainsi que Klaus Janson (Daredevil). Aux chapitres de la série sont ajoutés des épisodes complémentaires explorant cet univers si singulier et invitant les
artistes les plus prestigieux.
One of the most highly anticipated sequels of all-time is finally here in DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE! In 1986, Frank Miller introduced his iconic take on Batman and changed the face of comics
forever. Now, three decades after BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, Miller himself has returned with a third chapter to his groundbreaking saga. DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE continues
Frank Miller's landmark DARK KNIGHT SAGA that began with 1986's THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS and continued with its 2001-2002 sequel THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN. Co-written by Brian
Azzarello and drawn by Andy Kubert and Klaus Janson, DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE returns to a world gone awry left in the aftermath of the toppling of Lex Luthor and the apparent death... of
Batman himself? Then who will save Gotham City and the rest of the planet against the mysterious Master Race? Also collected in this graphic novel are the nine mini-comics that originally appeared in the
monthly periodical release of DARK KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE, each of which focuses on a different character from within the world of Miller's Dark Knight. The minicomics are also written by Miller
and Azzarello and will be drawn by some of the greatest artists currently working in comics, including Miller himself, Eduardo Risso and John Romita, Jr.! Collected here are all nine chapters of DARK
KNIGHT III: THE MASTER RACE as well as the nine mini-comics.
Après avoir remporté une victoire décisive contre le tandem formé par Luthor et Brainiac, Batman disparaît et Gotham est à nouveau en proie au crime et à la désolation. Mais peu après, la rumeur circule le
Chevalier Noir serait de retour. Pendant ce temps, Lara, la fille de Superman, appelle le scientifique Ray Palmer au secours de la ville-bouteille de Kandor. BATMAN - DARK KNIGHT III est la suite tant
attendue de DARK KNIGHT RETURNS et de DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN, conçue par Frank MILLER (BATMAN ANNEE UN), assisté au scénario par Brian AZZARELLO (100 BULLETS), et dessinée
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par Andy KUBERT (FLASHPOINT) et Klaus JANSON (Daredevil). Aux chapitres de la série sont ajoutés des épisodes complémentaires explorant cet Univers si singulier et dessiné par MILLER lui-même,
ainsi que John ROMITA Jr (Amazing Spider-Man) et Eduardo RISSO (DARK NIGHT - UNE HISTOIRE VRAIE).
Batman and Superman are back together again-but is their reunion too late?
Celebrate 30 years of one of the most influential stories ever told in the comics medium with the anniversary edition of the undisputed graphic novel masterpiece and NEW YORK TIMES bestseller BATMAN:
THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS. Writer/artist Frank Miller completely reinvents the legend of Batman in this saga of a near-future Gotham City gone to rot, 10 years after the Dark Knight's retirement. Forced
to take action, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of fury, taking on a whole new generation of criminals and matching their level of violence. He is soon joined by a new Robin--a girl named Carrie Kelley--who
proves to be just as invaluable as her predecessors. But can Batman and Robin deal with the threat posed by their deadliest enemies after years of incarceration have turned them into perfect psychopaths?
And more important, can anyone survive the coming fallout from an undeclared war between the superpowers--or the clash of what were once the world's greatest heroes?
One of the most highly anticipated prequels of all-time is finally here in THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST CRUSADE! He changed the history of the comic book industry in 1984 with the release of
THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS and now Frank Miller is back to tell the story before that story! Frank Miller re-teams with his DAREDEVIL: THE MAN WITHOUT FEAR collaborator, John Romita Jr. to tell the
story set just before the start of the seminal graphic novel BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT REUTURNS begins. Featuring appearances by the Joker, Poison Ivy, Selina Kyle and the last Robin, this prequel
story reveals Who the Dark Knight before he became the elder-statesmen super-hero from Miller legendary Dark Knight saga. Collects THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST CRUSADE #1 and
exclusive bonus material.
Together with inker Klaus Janson and colorist Lynn Varley, writer/artist Frank Miller completely reinvents the legend of Batman in his saga of a near-future Gotham City gone to rot, ten years after the Dark
Knight's retirement. This masterpiece of modern comics storytelling, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, brings to vivid life a dark world and an even darker man. The Dark Knight returns in a blaze of
fury, taking on a whole new generation of criminals and matching their level of violence. He is soon joined by a new Robin--a girl named Carrie Kelley, who proves to be just as invaluable as her predecessors.
But can Batman and Robin deal with the threat posed by their deadliest enemies, after years of incarceration have made them into perfect psychopaths? And more important, can anyone survive the coming
fallout from an undeclared war between the superpowers -- or the clash of what were once the world's greatest heroes? Celebrate thirty years of one of the most influential stories ever told in the comics
medium with the undisputed classic BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, now with a new cover and introduction.
When Gotham City is in desperate need of heroes, two men take a stand for justice...but on opposite sides. Bruce Wayne returns home after years abroad to become a crimefighter, just as honest cop Lt.
James Gordon moves to Gotham and finds corruption at every level. When Bruce becomes the masked vigilante Batman, the city explodes as his new nemesis Catwoman, the mob and Gordon all close in!
Don't miss this thrilling DC Universe Animated Original Movie, BATMAN: YEAR ONE, based on the groundbreaking story by Frank Miller and featuring two-time Emmy® Award winner Bryan Cranston, Ben
McKenzie, Katee Sackhoff, Eliza Dushku and Alex Rocco in its stellar voice cast. Experience a bold and dynamic vision of the Dark Knight's first year in action and the start of his enduring friendship with Jim
Gordon. Also included here is the genre-defining BATMAN: YEAR ONE graphic novel, written by Frank Miller, the creator of 300 & Sin City. This epic adventure brings a rookie Batman back to city he grew up
in, where it'll take a tenuous partnership with GCPD Lt. James Gordon to reclaim Gotham City from the corrupt. This set also includes digital downloads for both the graphic novel and the movie!

With a mysterious figure slinking through the halls of Arkham Asylum, Batman must fight his way through a gauntlet of psychos, and Bruce Wayne faces legal ramifications of Batman,
Incorporated.
The deluxe edition of Frank Miller’s return to the Dark Knight Universe! It’s been three years since the events of Dark Knight III: The Master Race. Lara has spent the time learning to be more
human, and Carrie Kelley has been growing into her new role as Batwoman. But a terrifying evil has returned to Gotham City, and Lara and Carrie must team up to stop this growing threat-and
they have a secret weapon. Young Jonathan Kent, “the golden child,” has a power inside of him unlike anything the world has ever seen, and it’s about to be unleashed… Dark Knight
Returns: The Golden Child is Frank Miller’s triumphant return to the world of the Dark Knight and joining him is the superstar artist Rafael Grampá, the mastermind behind the groundbreaking
Mesmo Delivery. Following work in advertising and film, this incredible collaboration marks Grampá’s first comics work in six years, bringing his extraordinary detail and storytelling to the Dark
Knight saga, resulting in a Dark Knight story like nothing you’ve ever seen before.
The Dark Knight gets the Absolute treatment he deserves! Frank Miller's The Dark Knight Returns is hailed as one of comics masteripiece--and its equally provocative sequel The Dark Knight
Strikes Again--are tales you don't want to miss! With stunning art and brilliant commentary, you won't want to miss this collection of Dark Knight stories! Collecting Batman: The Dark Knight
Strikes Again issues #1-4, Absolute Dark Knight #1, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns #1-4
"A dead girl's body is found in a Gotham City landfill, and the discovery sends Batman on a journey that pits him against the Joker, Killer Croc, and more. Gotham is a city of shadows, as
twisted and dangerous as the monsters and maniacs who haunt it. As he pursues a murderer down a path that leads to some of his greatest enemies, can even the Dark Knight Detective
withstand its psychological horrors?"-One of the greatest graphic novels of all-time, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, isnow available in this beautifully packaged set complete with a replica Batmanmask, done in the style of Frank
Miller! Together with inker Klaus Jansonand colorist Lynn Varley, writer/artist Frank Miller completely reinvents thelegend of Batman in his saga of a near-future Gotham City gone to rot, ten
yearsafter the Dark Knight's retirement. This masterpiece of modern comicsstorytelling, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, brings to vivid life a dark worldand an even darker man.
The Dark Knight retuns in a blaze of fury, taking on awhole new generation of criminals and matching their level of violence. He issoon joined by a new Robin--a girl named Carrie Kelley, who
proves to be just asinvaluable as her predecessors. But can Batman and Robin deal with the threatposed by their deadliest enemies, after years of incarceration have made theminto perfect
psychopaths? And more important, can anyone survive the comingfallout from an undeclared war between the superpowers -- or the clash of whatwere once the world's greatest heroes?
Celebrate thirty years of one of the mostinfluential stories ever told in the comics medium with the undisputed classicBATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS 30TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITION, now packaged with areplica mask done in the style of the legendary FrankMiller. "Price IncludesVAT"
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